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Abstract

It is demonstrated that the atomic collisions between plasma ions

and a very small amount of neutral particles remaining in a hot plasma

plays a very important role for plasma transports and may be an origin

of anomalous effects observed in a tokamak such as the diffusion coeffi-

cient independent of the field strength, a rapid plasma density increase

during gas puffing and current penetration with anomalously high speed

in the start-up phase. The Ohm's law derived by Cowling is used for

the analysis.
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It is widely known that in a tokamak there are many anomalous

effects which are not understood by Coulomb collisions between ions and

electrons. At the present time all the existing theories seek the origin

of the anomalies in some turbulent process.

In this paper we examine whether the atomic collisions between the

plasma ions and a small amount of residual neutral particles in a hot

tokamak plasma can explain some of the observed anomalous effects. As

for such examples we consider the following three typical phenomena for

which reliable experimental data are available and theoretical treatments

are relatively easy. (1) diffusion coefficient D Independent of the

magnetic field as the one employed for INTOR study, (2) very rapid

plasma density increase in the axis during gas puffing, (3) anomalously

high penetration speed of the current in the start-up phase.

Among them elastic collision will become very important in a high

temperature plasma because the elastic collision cross-section o ™

between charged and neutral particles keeps an approximately constant

value while the Coulomb scattering cross section a£ decreases with the

square of the temperature. This suggests that the ion-neutral collision

may render a dominant friction force to a plasma even in the case that

a very small amount of neutral particles are remained in. Therefore it

may be inferred that the internal friction force of a high temperature

tokamak may be due to this collision process. In such a case the Ohm's

law firstly derived by Cowling may be applicable. In this paper we

use SI units except temperatures for which eV is employed.

Here we simply assume that the fluid model can be used and the

plasma is composed of electrons, hydrogen ions and hydrogen atoms.

Then the momentum balance equations of each component may be written as
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dv
Ve TT * 0= 'K * ene{t

dv.
mini "dT

-neVei(?i - V ""iVin^i " ty • (2)

and

where v, t, t, p, n and m have the usual meanings and the subscripts e,

i, and n denote electron, hydrogen ion and hydrogen atom, respectively,

and X abbreviates average collision rate < a v > multiplied by the

reduced mass of colliding particles. We assume that each particle

species has its own temperature T , T,. and Tn. For simplicity, however,

we put T • Ti = Tn. Using the a™ given by McDowell4, o ™ by Ducks and

Griem^ and afl by Braginskii? we have X. * 2.5 x 10"41 T 0* 3, \n * 1.7
CS in 6n

x 10^*4
 T ! / 2 . [ 1 + 22.1/(T +1.3)], and X. = 2.6 x lO" 4 2^' 3 7 2, where Le e ei e

is the Coulomb logarithm. Here, we introduce the average velocity v

defined by v • (m.n.v. + mn
n
n
v
n)/P> where p * m.n. + m n , and require

charge neutrality (i.e., n * n, * n^). If d(v{ - v_)/dt can be

neglected compared with (v^ - vn)/x which are contained in the friction

force, it is possible to obtain the Ohm's law derived by Cowling:

(4)
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where I/a = (nXei + nnAen)/(ne
2), 5n = mnnn/p and 2 = £n$(P. + P£) -

(1 - O ^ P n - Using the pressure balance relation J x t = ^p where p

p + p. + p , we find Eq.4 turns into

"n"in

As may be seen Eq.5 adds the 2nd term in the RHS to usual 2-fluid Ohm's

law; so that if neutral particles exist in a plasma their pressure

gradient induces additional plasma flow in the direction opposite to the

gradient.

In the case that a plasma is in a quasi steady state phase, we

assume each pressure component is so distributed as to satisfy

so that in such a case we easily have ^p = f_/(l + T /T)>^p where f is

defined by fn = nn/n and is assumed to be f « 1. Then Eq.5 yields the

folloiwng two forms similar to Polovin and Cherkasova :

t + 7 x t =• I - & * t + A . (7_a)
o ftt Zen

, l . a x g x t t J j ! g j , t (7.b)

where a- = {1 +. y.T)n2Xin/(fnB
2).

For evaluating the diffusion coefficient D of a tokamak we assume

that a tokamak is approximated by a straight cylinder and all the

parameters are only functions of a radial position r. In such a system,

D can be defined by nv = - Odn/dr if a plasma is in a steady state. As
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a result, we are able to have D from Eq.7-a and find that D is composed

of the sum of the two terms Dg and D,. written as Dg = kTgn{l + T/Te)g/

(B2a) and D. = kT^g/fnX^), where g * 1 + [dln(Tg + T)/dr]/[dlnn/dr].

Me can see that Dfi is the usual classical diffusion coefficient resulting

from electron's collision with ions and neutrals while D. arises by the

contamination of neutral particles. In the case of a tokamak

we believe that the neoclassical effect may be taken into account if 0

is multiplied by the factor (1 + q2) where q is the safety factor.

Therefore, using X given before we can estimate 0 (• 0 + 0^) for a

tokamak by

2

Da = (2.4 x 10"
2 2r 1 / 2 + 1.0 x 10"Z5T*/2fB)(l + J-)"

9 ] I q (8)
A R

and

€.4 x 1021 - 2 — . (9)

o

The data of PLT by Strachan et al? may be utilized for Dg and D\j. Here

we duplicate the necessary data for D and D.: a (minor radius) = 0.4 ra,

RQ (major radius) * 1.35 m, Bt (toroidal field) = 2.5 T, I (plasma

current) = 400 kA, q(a) * 3.7, q(0) 5 1, nn(0) * 1 x 10
1 4 m"3, ng(0) =2.6 x

10 1 9 m"3, fn(0) = 4 x 10"
6, Te(v) * 1800 eV, T(0) £ 750 eV, nn(a) =

2 x 10 1 5 m"3, ne(a) * 3.5xlO
18 m"3, fn(a) s 5.4 x 10"

4, Tft(a) * 62 eV,

T(a) = 45 eV. In addition to these we use g(0) = 7.8 and g(a) 5 1.8

deduced from profiles in Fig.3 of Ref.8. Plugging all the necessary

data into Eqs.8 and 9, we find De(0) * 6.2 x 10"
4 m2/s, De(a) * l.l x

10"3 m"2/s, D.j(O) = 0.79 m2/s and D^a) * 27 m2/s. Therefore, it can

be said that the diffusion due to neoclassical effect is smaller by 3

to 4 orders of magnitude than the one caused by ion-neutral collisions,

which eventually shows that even a ppm range contamination of neutral
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particles may be enough to spoil the neoclassical particle transport.

In order to compare Eq.9 with the empirical law D = 1.25 x 10 /n ,

we inserted the observed values of f , T and g to have D(0) = 2.1 x

10 /n and D(a) = 9.4 x 10 / n . As is seen the agreement between the

two is satisfactory.

The small ness of D compared with D. in a tokamak discharge suggests

that the 1st term in the RHS of Eqs.5 and 7 can be neglected. In such a

case we know from Eq.5 that the radial component of v is given by

v

which suggests that if dpn/dr > 0 the plasma does not diffuse out but

pinches in. Vie consider that during gas puffing dpn/dr > 0 may be

realized because neutral particle density becomes higher on the plasma

boundary. Actually, we can read in Ref.8 the data just after gas puffing

having the values nn(0) = 5 x 10 1 3 m"3, T(0) = 600 eV, nn(a) = 7 x 10
1 5

m , and T(a) s 20 eV, by which P_(a) > Pn(0) may be well expected.

Provided that p is assumed to have a profile given by p (x)/p (0) =

1 + [pn(a)/Pn(0) - l]x
c where x = r/a and c is a constant, Eq.10 can be

reduced to

vr = - 6.4 x 10
21[nn(a)T(a) - i»n(0)T(0)] - f x j - . (11)

In order to compare vp from Eq.ll with experimental results, we also
o

refer Strachan et al? because they found that the experimental inward

velocity v®xp may be estimated by the relation v£xp = vA - (D/n)-dn/dr

where v is the artificial inward velocity to satisfy the particle

conservation law. Careful reading of the curves in Figs.3 and 13 of

Ref.8 gives v®xp(a) = - 10 m/s, and v®xp(0.1 m) = - 0.45 m/s. We find
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c = 0.3 in Eq.ll gives the best fit to v*xp and yields vr(a) * - 9.9

m/s and v (0.1 m) = - 0.16 m/s. As may be seen v given by Eq.ll

predicts v®xp fairly well. Therefore we would say that the present

model may well explain the rapid density increase during gas puffing.

Lastly we discuss the anomalously high speed current penetration

observed in the start-up phase of a tokamak where the effective ion

charge Z -- deduced from the field diffusion is always greater than the

one ZgJL due to spectroscopic measurements. A typical such data may be

the one presented by Hawryluk et alf using PLT. They showed that, in

the case of the deuterium discharge, the start-up phase at 10-20 ms

records Z ^ f * 32 in spite of Z|P.f < 2. For understanding this

paradoxical effect we need the field diffusion equation under the present

model. We employ the slab model for simplicity and introduce the

(x, n» S) coordinate system fixed on the field line as shown in Fig.l.

Since we choose the direction of the field line for £ axis, t is

characterized by B and the angle a between £ and y axis. For deriving

the field diffusion equation we utilize Eq.7-b. In the case of Ref.9

the deuterium discharge at 10-20 ms has the following parameters:

Te = 250 eV, ne = 1 x 10
19m"3, Bt = 3.2 T and ID = 280 kA. If we assume

T e = T and fn = 10" , these data yield a/a^ = 2 x 10
4, which means n-

component of Eq.7-b can be approximated by E - v B = j_/°i and £

component is written as E, = j^/a. Here we write v = v (1 + e) where
e = vrl^vro* vro is the diffusion velocity in a steady state plasma, and

vrl is a small pinching velocity appearing due to small imbalance between

the field and the plasma pressure. This implies that for e the solution

of the equation of motion pdv-j/dt = -$p + J x 6 is necessary. However,

we proceed the study considering e to be a small parameter. Then,

Eq.7-b, the Ampere's law, and the s-component of the Faraday's law
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yield the diffusion equation,

where ' denotes the derivative with respect to x. Since the ratio Y of

the 1st and the 2nd term of the RHS of Eq.(12) becomes Y S o^/(oeA q )

in order of magnitude where A (= RQ/a) is the aspect ratio, we have

Y * 9.8 x 10"8/e for the data of Ref.9. Therefore, if e is not smaller

than 10'6, Eq.(12) may be simplified into

zfd
3 B - (-^J-B1)' , (13)

where we put Z -- » - ea/o. in correspondence to the deffinition of Z 2-.

It is noted that Eq.13 does not include a, so that the field diffusion

may proceed without any correlation to the electron conductivity to which

L is directly connected. Therefore we would say that if Eq.13 holds

it solves apparent paradox that Zfi^f is much greater than

Since Z -f involves e, it is not possible to evaluate it unless the

equation of motion is solved. However, we can estimate Z^L experimentally

after the method by Hawryluk'et al.? where Z ^ f is determined so as the

power flow V, •! into a tokamak is equibrated to the ohmic heating

power w Q h m and the field increasing power w through the iterative
o

process using the field diffusion equation. Although w . = j^/a +
9 2

j'/a^ generally holds, we may use w o h m = jp/o in the present case,
because the relation Jn/jp

 s - 8 /(2Aq), where 8. is the poloidal beta
2 2

value, suggests (Jr/jc) -ofa^ = 3x10 for the data in Ref.9. However,

the neoclassical picture claims w . = Z -r-jc/o, so that it overestimates

wohm ^ ^eff t^mes% In tn^s sense we believe Hawryluk et ai. underestimate
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K Tne value of Zgff given in Ref.9 is always greater than unity,

so that we can infer that Eq.13 may be valid for the start-up phase of

any tokamak because the criteria e > 10 for Eq.14 is equivalent to

Z & > 0.02.

A physical picture of the particle transport across the magnetic

field is considered- Using Eqs.3 and 5 we have nnvnr = -p^/(anX.n),

nv. = -np'/(aaB ) and nv = nv. + n v . A rough estimation after

the PLT data on the axis gives (n^v )/(nv.r) = 3 x 10 , which shows

that almost all the portion of nvr is carried by n^nr- It is noted

that, since nvr
 s "Pn/(

anX^n) holds, the particle transport becomes the

pressure diffusion process of the atoms through the clouds of ions.

We infer, however, that the ions are also lost approximately with the

same rate to n v because of frequent charge exchange. McDowell's

results show that the mean free path £ i n and £ e x for elastic collision

and charge exchange of the atom are related each other by Hin = 0.6 £ e x

in the energy range below 10 eV, so that if the conditions fcex « a
ex iand SL « s. (mean free path of the atom for ionization by electron

and ion impact) are satisfied, charge exchange renews 60 % of the

constituent of n during an atom passing the distance £ 1 n although n

itself keeps an constant value. Therefore, in such a case we can

expect (ion loss rate by charge exchange) = " nv n r/a, and T"n = T. or-

pn = f p.j. Actually the PLT data and the curve by Freeman and Jones

give £ i n £ 4.7 cm, Aex = 7.8 cm and H1 = 31 cm in the plasma core, and

£1n = 20 cm, £ e x £ 34 cm and i1 = 48 cm on the edge. Considering a =

40 cm we would say that the conditions are satisfied in the core but

somewhat crucial on the edge.

The discussions above suggest the validity of Eq.3 even if it were

applied to an almost fully ionized tokamak plasma because the Maxwellian
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distribution of neutral particles with T = T. may be established by

charge exchange regardless of self collision process. Much detailed

elucidations on Eq.3 using kinetic model may be preferable.

In conclusion it is demonstrated that the Ohm's law by Cowling can

be the basic principle to explain anomalous effects in a tokamak

predicting that even a ppm range of residual neutral particles is

enough to destroy the usual classical or neoclassical behavior of a

plasma.
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Figure Caption

Fig.l Two slab coordinate systems (x, y, z) system 1s fixed on the

laboratory from while (x, n. 0 system on the magnetic field line.
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